
Max of Empires for dummies:  

The quick guide to get you started  

What to do:  

Each player starts with a capital, a builder and some gold. With this builder you can use your gold to build new 

buildings. With these buildings you can generate more gold, increase your population and train new units. 

These units will also cost gold to train and occupy your population. The units will have different strength and 

weaknesses so choose carefully! You can combine these units into armies. With these armies you can engage 

the enemy.   

If you engage an enemy builder with your army the builder will die. If you however engage an enemy army you 

will both enter a battle phase. During this phase you control each unit individually. During this phase it is you 

goal to kill all units on the enemies army, if you do you will return to the overworld. You can kill enemy units by 

attacking them with your units if they are within the attack range. You will deal damage to them first and if 

they can they will attack you back. The damage you deal will depend on the stats of the units fighting. If the 

health of one of the units fighting is reduced to 0, that unit will die.  

Back in the overworld your goal is to destroy the enemies capital. If you succeed in this you win. You can 

destroy enemy buildings by standing on top of them with your army the required amount of turns. This 

amount the depends on the building you are trying to destroy.  

  

Unit Statistics:  
Here you will get a short explanation of what each stat does for a unit.  

• HP: This is the health of your unit, if a unit is attacked it can receive damage which reduces  the HP. If 

the HP of a unit is reduced to 0 the unit is killed.  

• ATT: This is the attack power your units has. The unit attempts to deal damage equal to its ATT.  

• DEF: This is the defence your units has. The damage dealt is equal to the ATT of the attacking unit, 

minus the DEF of the defending unit.  

• HIT: This is the chance your unit has to land its attack.   

• DODGE: This is the chance your unit has to dodge an incoming attack. The DODGE is subtracted from 

the HIT to determine the actual chance an attack lands.  

• RANGE: This is the range from where your unit can attack. Each unit has a maximum and a minimum 

RANGE. If an enemy unit is in between the minimum and maximum RANGE you can attack it.  

• MOVESPEED: This determines how far a unit can walk. Every time a unit moves to a different tile, the 

cost of the tile is subtracted from the MOVESPEED. If the cost of a tile is greater than the remaining 

MOVESPEED the unit can not move to that tile.  
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Unit Matchups  
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Terrain Description  
  

          


